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MassIve arches are huge achievements

BY KAY KBI~ZWISEB
Globe and Mail, Toronto, May 1, 1980

HAMILTON- No glib choice prompted the
title Celebration of the Arch for sculptor
Kosso Eloul' s exhibition at the Art Gallery
of Hamilton.
The Toronto sculptor believes that from
primitive man - who crouched through
tunnels into light - to the visitor who

edges through the arch at the entrance
to his exhibition, passage signifies
achievement.
"An arch is a public thing for private experience," Eloul argues. "I think you feel
it's a big achievement to go through the
arch to reach the vista, to have a sense of
leaving discarded self behind. The arch as
a symbol is not tragic. There's joy in itthat's why I call it Celebration of the Arch."

Eloul has brought off that feeling all
right. The arch at the entrance to his exhibition consists of the ends of two huge
cubes, each measuring six feet across and
separated by the same amount of space. But
the two tilted cubes over the space slant so
that you must bend your way through to
what becomes a 3-foot exit; that reached,
you do straighten up with a sense of important arrival.
From the entrance, 12 models for sculptures either completed on large scale or
awaiting that day have been installed in
a narrow gallery, so cleverly installed
and lighted that they gain surprising
monumentality. The shadows cast by the
lights and the reDections in the Plexiglas
display cases give the models splendor and
actuality.

The arches tend to take on surprisingly
human characteristics. In Arch for Lovers,
the massive cube secured to the earth protectively supports its leaning counterpart.
Centrecity Gate, with stone carrying the
weight of stainless steel cubes, gives formidable pause to the invader. The wrought
concrete model of Jerusalem Arch 1964what Eloul calls his' 'breakthrough" arch
- has more than ordinary symbolism. The
stolid cubes brace the weight of a third
cube, which has been split by unbearable
tension, but has withstood what would
have been the final, intolerable pressure.
Eloul conceived the idea for the arch in
1958, as his interpretation of the 10th
anniversary of Israel.
"I see the arch as sculpture," Eloul said.
Although the arch has belonged to human
beings - Neanderthal man, Mayans,
Aztecs and Incas, kings and bishops, the
Roman military giants who put up triumphal arches in Rome, the grave of the
Unknown Soldier beneath the Arc de
Triomphe in Paris - it still has sculptural
impact.
"For me the challenge is how to add
anything to what has gone before. My arch
is contemporary. I can't see how any of us
can ignore the concerns of today. Welive
our lives like deep-sea fish under fathoms
of pressure, and it wasn't always that way.
I'm not a sculptor playing architect. I'm a
sculptor doing arches and sculpture."
With this personal level in mind, Eloul
has given his models the same relationship
to human scale that he strives for in his big
installations, like his Free Arch 1976 at
Harbourfront, or Constella 1975 at the JDS
Building at Dufferin and Finch, or his Time
1973 in Kingston.
"I suppose basically it's a matter of emotion. I feel the arch belongs to the street, I
ask myself, "When is big too big? I think if
you forget that you lose your audience. "
Celebration of the Arch will be at the Art
Gallery of Hamilton until May 11.

Installation photographs, Art Gallery of
Hamilton: Daniel Thorburn

KOSSOELOUL: "Celebration of the Arch"
I think of arches as they were
built, enjoyed, and celebrated
by Kings, Bishops and Architects; but I am none of these,

my fingers ... sometimes a
new concept, at other times,
only an improvisation from my
other sculptural statements.

one to stand under? Can it be for
that split moment during movement from where I came, to
where I wish to go, a symbol of
withdrawal, or a future adventure? Was the use of the arch
based upon my desire to express my sense of inner tension,
a tension associated with isolation and physical limitation,
and did it at the same time
reflect my desire to escape from
such themes? I did not know.
Upon further reflection, this
type of symbolism seemed intriguing. In actuality I am
inclined to believe that since
rarely can an artist be certain of
why he does what he does, that
the arch, in spite of its symbolic
potential, was simply a tool- a
mechanism which enabled me
to express certain emotions in a
different way.
It would be nice to extrapolate
poetic significance to my use of
the
arch concept,- and maybe
--

there is a poetic ractor, but 1
must assume otherwise.

and ask the question as a
sculptor. Can it be a work
of art?
At least once or twice during
the past twenty
years, an arch
evolved under

Why?? Why this fascination,
this absorption with the arch?
I wondered about this attraction
(fascination). Was it based
upon the dual character of
the arch - a doorway - an
entrance which encloses, envelops, and circumscribes a small
space for usually only

I believe that an arch can be
sculpture and
sculpture
can be an
arch, but I
doubt that
the arch in
mysculpture is a
\ gateway to
my soul.

